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 Santiago Uceda helped me every time I needed any information on the 
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me check the bibliographical data. 
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Ricardo Sol í s was invaluable in this regard. 
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required for writing a science book, is that of the family. The permanent support 
I had from my children, Bruna and Aurelio; my son-in-law, Thom; and my two 
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well prepared but also committed to the text in order to avoid changing the 
author’s ideas. This task is even more complex in a specialized publication like 
the  present one. The work done by Juana Iglesias in this regard is exemplary. So 
I must acknowledge that in all of the experience I have had with publications of 
this type, I have never met a person as versed in this as she is. 
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 One of the biggest satisfactions any author can have is that of revising his work, 
correcting it, and particularly updating it. When Father Johan Leuridan Huys, 
the dean of the Facultad de Ciencias de la Comunicaci ó n, Turismo y Psicolog í a, 
in the Universidad de San Mart í n de Porres, asked me to prepare an English edi-
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The truth is, I cannot fi nd words to express my recognition. 
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out the help I had from Alexander Grobman, as has already been noted in the 
acknowledgments to the Spanish edition. His help in this new edition has once 
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data from their research in the Za ñ a Valley. Ramiro Matos, Elmo L é on, Joyce 
Marcus, Adolfo Gil, Rodolfo Rafi no, and Britta Hoffmann provided me publi-
cations that are unavailable in Peru. Gonzalo Castro de la Mata allowed me to 
peruse his father’s library. Any recognition in this regard is insuffi cient. 

 Last of all I would like to thank Javier Flores Espinoza for having accepted 
the daunting challenge of translating such a specialized work as this book is. 

 Duccio Bonavia 

 We note with great sadness the passing of Duccio Bonavia on August 4, 2012, 
at Magdalena de Cao, Department of La Libertad, in northern Peru. He had 
returned from his retirement in Canada to put some fi nishing touches on the 
archaeological project at Paredones and Huaca Prieta, which he co-directed 
with Tom H. Dillehay. His last stand was near the archaeological diggings in 
Peru, which permitted him to unlock the secrets of the past and to open a trea-
sure chest of knowledge about the early cultures of the Peruvian coast, which 
were waiting to be exposed. 

 This book, one among many others derived from his research and writing, 
was, as he confessed to me, the pinnacle of his work and his greatest achieve-
ment during a lifetime devoted to archaeology and, more specifi cally, to the 
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understanding of the role of maize in the evolution of cultures in the American 
continent. 

 As, due to his passing, Bonavia was unable to review the fi nal corrections, 
this crucial work was done by Ms. Laura Wilmot with the assistance of Bruna 
Bonavia-Fisher and Alexander Grobman. They both wish to thank and com-
mend Ms. Wilmot for her excellent contribution in editing, reviewing, and cor-
recting the grammar, minor inconsistencies, and other details of the text of the 
two parts of this book and in coordinating the index. 

 As a result of his last work at the Paredones and Huaca Prieta sites in northern 
Peru, Bonavia coauthored a recent article, which was published in early 2012, 
while the present book was in publication. This article is of great signifi cance 
and supports the main hypothesis of the evolution of maize in South America. 
A summary of this research is inserted at the end of the appendix. 

 May this book serve as a lasting milestone of the advances forwarded to sci-
ence by Duccio Bonavia on the road to achieving a greater understanding of the 
evolution of early cultures in Peru and the Andean region. 

 Alexander Grobman 
 Lima, October 2012 
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